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● Welcome introduction 

● How to test your touch sensor in the lab
 

● How to test  your touch sensor remotely 
○ Creating a virtual touch sensor prototype in SENSE
○ How to run a voltage response test of your touch sensor 
○ How to get the charge time of your touch sensor
○ Voltage Results

● Q&A Discussion 

Webinar Agenda



1. You design a touch sensor

2. You build a prototype of your touch 
sensor.

3. You take the prototype to your lab and 
there you perform the necessary 
voltage measurements using an 
oscilloscope.

4. If your target specs are met then you 
proceed to the next steps, if they are 
not you need to repeat this process.

Physical verification through 
prototype testing.

Voltage measurement with 
oscilloscope (source)

Test your touch sensor in the lab

Prototyping

https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1106/1106.3881.pdf


1. You build your virtual 
prototype.

2. You set up the  test.

3. You test your virtual 

prototype.

Test your touch sensor with SENSE

You can run a range of analysis to test and 
optimize your touch sensor



Import your design 
 

 

You import your touch sensor CAD or Gerber design.



Set up the stack up layers

You select the dielectric and conductive materials for every layer of your 
touch button from the library of SENSE.



Pointer placement setup

You can easily create multiple pointer placements in SENSE with high 
accuracy. Here we go with two basic scenarios: one without any pointer and 
one with a pointer over the top left button.



Extract the touch sensor equivalent 
circuit 

You run an Equivalent Circuit Analysis. An Equivalent Circuit analysis will create a 
block representation in the form of a netlist, that contains all the touch sensor 
information required in order to form the equivalent circuit of the sensor.



Voltage and Ground Terminals assignment  

During the Equivalent Circuit Analysis set up, you assign the Voltage and Ground 
Terminals, also called sources and sinks, of the equivalent circuit that will be 
created.



 Netlists provided by EC analysis 

The Equivalent Circuit Analysis will run on the cloud and when it is complete, you 
will get a separate netlist for each of your two scenarios. 



Prepare the SPICE analysis

You transform the netlist files provided by SENSE  into Components using a SPICE 
tool. By doing so, you will have the visual representation of your touch sensor. 
Then, you can simulate different excitations and measure the results.



Voltage response results   

You can observe that the response of the plain sensor settles at approximately 
240 mV and the respective with the touch at 233 mV. The 7 mV change at the 
steady state is representative of the touch event.



Charge Time results   

As you can observe, with a voltage threshold of 90% you will get for the plain sensor 
case a charge time of 195ps and for the touch case a charge time of 157ps.

Vth=90% of Vout (with pointer)

Vth=90% of Vout (no pointer)



Live Q & A
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